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BACKGROUND TO
REVOLUTION

ONVINCED that he could not win the elections scheduled for
June 1952, Batista overthrew President Carlos PrIo’s regime in a
bloodless and masterfully executed coup detat on March 10. The
coup was almost entirely dependent on army backing and caught the
Cuban population, as well as PrIo and his followers, by surprise.
Batista quickly consolidated his position by replacing dissenting
army officers with his own loyal men, exiling or arresting key PrIo
supporters, and taking temporary control over the mass media. FrIo
himself sought asylum in the Mexican embassy and later left the
country.
Batista justified his move by claiming that PrIo intended to perpet
uate his own rule and that the tendency toward violence evident in
the country required the order or authority that only he could pro
vide. Yet, other reasons perhaps better explain his actions. Batista
was surrounded by a small and intimate group of ambitious and
unscrupulous politicians who had been excluded from the political
process by the two preceding Auténtico administrations. Batista
himself longed for the power he once held and hoped his move
would win him the popularity he always coveted but never achieved.
His weak position as the elections approached, and the maneuver
ings of President PrIo, who bribed a number of Batista’s allies into
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shifting their support, thus minimizing his political possibilities,
convinced the old general that the only road to power was through
violence.
The ease with which Batista took over underscored the weakness
of Cuba’s political institutions and the tendency toward violence
that pervaded the political process. The legislative branch was weak
and permeated by corruption. Even the judiciary had lost prestige
because of its subservient role to the executive branch. The Orto
doxos were leaderless and largely ineffectual since Chibas’s death.
The Autdnticos’ corruption and inability to bring profound struc
tural changes to the Cuban economy had cost them a good deal of
support and discredited them in the eyes of many Cubans. The fail
ure of this democratic reformist party was perhaps the single most
important factor contributing to the 1952 coup and the events that
followed.
The Cubans reacted skeptically to the new situation. Had it not
been for the depressed status of the political life, as evidenced by the
lack of respect for political figures, gangsterism, and graft that pre
vailed during the previous administrations, perhaps the Cubans
would have reacted more vigorously. Batista’s performance in 1944,
when he allowed free elections, and his promises now for honest and
impartial elections in November 1953 contributed to the people’s
acquiescence. The swiftness of the coup and the display of military
power by Batista also did much to contain whatever outbursts of
opposition that did occur. Interested in stability and economic devel
opment, business groups, both local and foreign, welcomed to a large
extent a regime that would impose order.
The importance and power of the business community had grown
significantly, helped in part by the rapid economic growth experi
enced by the island in the 1940s. World War II had paralyzed sugar
production in many areas of Europe and Asia, making possible the
further expansion of Cuba’s sugar industry. At the same time the
deterioration of international trade during the war years gave Cuba
an extraordinary amount of foreign exchange that would otherwise
have gone toward the purchase of agricultural and industrial import
items. All of this served to accelerate the diversification process in
Cuba’s economic development. Domestic production flourished, and
other new productive activities were established. This circumstance
was put to good use by Cuban entrepreneurs, who began to occupy
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Batista encouraged the growth of Cuban capital and his return to
power stimulated foreign investment. The mining sector, helped by
sizable investments of U.S. capital, expanded its production of
nickel, cobalt, and other minerals. The government helped develop
new tourist centers and the tourist industry became one of the
island’s most important sources of revenue. Public works projects
neglected or left incomplete by the Grau and Prio administrations,
were financed and completed with the concomitant graft. Low-cost
housing was made available through government credits, and a badly
needed water system was built for Havana. The cattle industry
expanded to the point where it ranked high compared to the rest of
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Latin America. By the end of Batista’s rule, Cuba’s economy was well
into what Walter Rostow has characterized as the take-off stage.
Yet despite this process, the Cuban economy suffered from certain
structural weaknesses which prevented any sustained period of rapid
economic growth. Chief among these was an excessive concentra
tion on sugar production and foreign trade; a critical dependency on
one major buyer-supplier; substantial unemployment and underem
ployment; and inequalities between urban and rural living standards.
Cuba was a one-commodity, foreign-trade-oriented sugar enclave.
The crop dominated the economy and powerfully influenced policy
making. From 1949 to 1958 about 30 percent of the gross national
product was generated by the sugar sector. Sugar also accounted for
85 percent of exports, which in turn represented over one-third of
the gross national product. Thus Cuba was highly vulnerable to the
effects of price fluctuations in the international sugar market. The
preferential treatment accorded Cuban sugar in the U.S. market was
subject to quotas and prices set by the U.S. Congress. It was evident
by the 1950s that sugar had long ceased to be a growth industry and
thus could not provide an impetus for development.
Closely tied to its role of sugar supplier was Cuba’s excessive
dependence on the United States for trade relations. The advanta
geous position of Cuban sugar in the United States was bought with
fairly sizable Cuban tariff concessions which limited the growth of
domestic industry and favored imports of U.S. manufactured goods.
In the 1950s about 75 percent of Cuban imports came from the
northern neighbor, while some 65 percent of Cuban exports found
their way to U.S. markets. Most investment funds came also from
U.S. financial centers, although domestic banking showed remark
able growth after the creation of the National Bank.
Unemployment and underemployment were widespread. A 1956—
1957 study found that about 17 percent of the labor force was unem
ployed with another 13 percent classified as underemployed. Even
during the sugar harvest months some 200,000 persons were with
out jobs, and this figure jumped to 457,000 during the “dead season.”
The high proportion of workers engaged in service occupations (36
percent in 1957) was a clear indication of vast underemployment.
Living conditions differed greatly between urban and rural areas
Outside major urban centers, livable housing and educational and
health services were scarce and of poor quality. For example, the
rural illiteracy rate was almost four times that of the urban area.
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Most new housing in the 1950s consisted of multiple-dwelling units
and suburban residences in and around Havana. At the same time
rural immigrants poured into make-shift neighborhoods occupying
any vacant urban land. With few employment opportunities avail
able, these neighborhoods became centers of indigency, crime, or, at
best, underemployment.
Despite these weaknesses, the economic progress of the mid-1950s
and the elimination of the gang violence so prevalent during the
Auténtico administrations gained for Batista the support of the busi
ness sectors not intimately linked with the opposition groups.
Batista also moved to gain labor and peasant support. He continued
the pro-labor policies initiated by the preceding administrations, and
through bribery, flattery, and intimidation, won the support of key
labor leaders. Yet Batista was unable to build up a labor movement
completely loyal to him. Controlled by Eusebio Mujal, Cuba’s labor
czar, the Cuban Confederation of Labor cooperated as an indepen
dent ally of the regime, but with Mujal retaining an autonomous
hold on the confederation. Batista also introduced numerous decrees
extending to small tenant farmers the right of permanency already

enjoyed by sugar-growing tenant planters, and expanding his base of
support in the rural areas.
Despite the apparent support of business, labor, and peasant
groups, however, Batista failed to develop an active base of political
backing. Political loyalties were often the result of intimidation or
expediency and for that reason were often short-lived in Cuba. Batis
ta’s actual political base was now narrower than in the 1930s. Even
within the armed forces, and particularly in the middle and lower
echelons of the officers’ corps, there were numerous disgruntled
Ortodoxo and Auténtico officers who engaged in conspiratorial
activities against the regime.
The establishment of the Batista dictatorship had a profound
impact on the content and tone of literature. Writers decried the
moral decomposition of the republic and even questioned the ability
of the Cubans to govern themselves. Although themes like national
ism, reformism, and anti-Americanism were still present in the liter
ature after 1952, they were now impregnated with pessimism and
sadness over the future and over the retrogression that the return
of a military dictatorship meant for Cuba’s political development.
Writers pointed out that there was a feeling of general guilt over the
Cubans’ inability to live up to the principles and examples of the
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founding fathers. They insisted that the Cubans rejected their indi
vidual responsibilities by claiming that society as a whole was not
fulfilling its collective responsibilities, and came to believe that they
never deserved men like Marti, Maceo, or Gómez.
The idolization of Marti grew even stronger after 1952. Two
events, the half-century commemoration of the birth of the republic
in 1952 and the one-hundredth celebration of MartI’s birth in 1953,
gave rise to a literature attempting to assess the development and
status of Cuba at such significant junctures. A variety of books and
articles appeared on MartI’s life and on the epic struggle for Cuba’s
independence. In them, and especially in numerous speeches, MartI’s
teachings were contrasted with the conditions in which the dictator
ship had submerged Cuba. Old revolutionaries, idealistic youngsters,
intellectuals, journalists, and crooked politicians as well, invoked
MartI. They all seemed to find shelter and comfort by repeating his
words and bathing in the baptismal stream of his thought.
Writings and speeches soon gave way to violence, however. The
imposition of strict censorship by the Batista regime silenced all criti
cism. Opposition leaders were either jailed or exiled. Repression
increased. The voices that clamored for a peaceful solution to the
interruption of Cuba’s constitutional process were soon drowned by
voices clamoring for violence. Cuba again was submerged in terror
ism and violence, a violence that finally culminated in a major revo
lution.
Opposition developed from various sectors. Numerous Orto
doxos, a faction of the Auténtico Party under Crau, and most of
Cuba’s politicians peacefully opposed Batista, hoping for an honest
election. Another faction of the Auténticos, together with several
Ortodoxo leaders, went underground and began plotting insurrec
tionary activities.
The active banner of rebellion, however, was to be carried by uni
versity students. Students laid their rivalries aside, directing all their
efforts against the new regime. Militant anti-Batista student leaders
emerged with effective political power, not only in the student
community, but nationally as well. During the first three years of
Batista’s rule, student opposition was limited to sporadic riots, dem
onstrations, and protests. Although at the time these unorganized
acts may have seemed unimportant, they did help awaken the minds
of Cubans to the growingly oppressive nature of Batista’s regime and
thus paved the way for the insurrection that followed.
-
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Several factors enhanced the importance of University of Havana
students during the 1950s. First, the more than 17,000 students
attending the university were represented by only one orgamzation,
the Federation of University Students, giving that body concentra
tion and strength. Second, the location of the university in the heart
of the capital city exposed the students to the continuous shock
waves of Cuba’s political turmoil, placing them in an ideal situation
for making their political views known. The inadequate student rec
reational and library facilities and a staff of part-time teachers, who
lacked a sense of pedagogic responsibility, diminished still further
the campus’s educational atmosphere. Finally, the university’s
autonomy—originally a sheltering device against government en
croachment—had converted it into a sanctuary for political
agita
tors. Because police forces refrained in most instances from entering
the campus, the students had a safe emplacement from which
to
carry on activities against the government.
During the first few years of Batista’s regime, political parties
exerted considerable influence upon the students in Havana. The
Ortodoxos were particularly popular and influential because of the
party’s uncompromising attitude toward Batista, the mystique of
its
martyred leader, Eduardo Chibás, and the fact that its more prom
i
nent members included several professors at the University
of
Havana. The National Revolutionary Movement, an offshoot
of the
Ortodoxo party, also commanded strong student support. Led
by a
university professor, Rafael Garcia Bárcena, this group recruit
ed a
number of students for an attack on the military camp that
had
given Batista command of the army. Bárcena, also a professor
at the
War College, a school for army officers, had maintained close
contact
with the military and expected his attack to coincide with a
military
coup. Bárcena invited Fidel Castro to participate in the attack,
but
Castro refused, perhaps considering it a suicidal attack, or
perhaps
wanting to direct his own movement. Batista’s intelligence
service
averted the plot and arrested Bárcena and several fellow conspi
rators
in April 1953. They were brutally beaten by the police, tried,
and
sentenced to prison.
A small faction within the Ortodoxos also advocated violen
ce as
the correct tactic to combat Batista. Fidel Castro belonged
to this
group. After receiving his doctorate of law from the Univer
sity of
Havana in 1950, he joined the party and was nominated to
run as an
Ortodoxo candidate to the House of Representatives in the
aborted
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1952 election. Batista’s coup thwarted Castro’s ambitions for a par
liamentary career, and he began organizing a small group of follow
ers for his ill-fated attack on the Moncada military barracks in
Oriente Province on July 26, 1953.
Although Fidel stored armaments and trained activists within the
shelter of the university campus, he was able to recruit only a few
students for his venture. His failure to obtain a large following
among students requires some explanation. First, Batista had been in
power just a short time and was promising elections and a quick
return to constitutional government. His performance in 1944, when
he allowed honest elections, must have convinced many who would
have otherwise followed a violent road to wait a bit longer before
resorting to violence. At the time the population had barely recov
ered from the shock of the coup, the opposition was divided and
powerless, and the army, purged of anti-Batista officers, was solidly
behind the regime. Violence seemed premature and ill-advised. Sec
ond, Castro was not the only one involved in conspiratorial activities
within the university. Other groups more influential among the stu
dents, such as Bárcenas’s, had been planning the violent overthrow
of Batista’s regime. Finally, Castro was unable to count on the sup
port of his UIR allies. The professional gunmen in this group refused
to accept the leadership of a man of action of lesser stature, such as
Castro was then.
Castro’s Moncada attack was set to coincide with the Santiago
carnival in eastern Cuba. This carnival, held in July, is actually a
three-day Afro-religious festival. Although Catholicism is Cuba’s
official religion, SanterIa, a syncretic cult in which the Catholic
saints are equated with African deities, is widely practiced, particu
larly among the poorer elements of the population, black and white,
but also among the white upper class. In Santiago the carnival was
a time of festival honoring the African deities with continuous
drinking and wild dancing in the streets to the sound of African
tribal instruments.
Expecting army discipline to be low at this time, Castro and his
group planned a surprise attack to capture the Moncada barracks.
This would coincide with a vigorous publicity campaign projecting
the movement as an Ortodoxo uprising supported by pro-Ortodoxo
army officers. Castro hoped that this would cause sufficient confu
sion to paralyze the army and thus prevent it from reacting against
the rebels. Batista would then be forced to resign and the Ortodoxos
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would be catapulted into power with Castro now as the party’s
undisputed leader. In reality, the party was not consulted and its
leaders were informed of Castro’s plans only the day before the Mon
cada assault.
Castro’s attack ended in disaster. The garrison’s discipline was not
relaxed and the army fought back the attack. Some of the attackers
failed even to enter the military barracks. Those who did were mas
sacred. Castro himself escaped to the mountains, only to be captured
and sentenced to years in prison. The attack had failed, yet it gave
Castro and his movement national prestige. It showed, furthermore,
Castro’s awareness of insurrection as psychological warfare and the
importance he attributed to publicity and the mass media as tools in
the struggle against Batista. Later on, while in jail, he redrafted his
famous address before the tribunal that sentenced him, his brother,
and other conspirators to jail. The manuscript of the pamphlet, His
tory Wit! Absolve Me, was smuggled out of jail and several thousand
copies were distributed throughout Cuba. The pamphlet, however,
had little impact, as most of the population remained unaware of its
existence or considered Castro’s attack a suicidal and futile attempt
against the regime.
In History Wilt Absolve Me7 Castro outlined his political program.
He associated his movement with the ideals of Marti and Chibás,
and called for reforms that were within the mainstream of Cuba’s
political tradition. Similarly, in the Moncada manifesto that was to
be read if the military barrack was captured, Castro emphasized that
his revolution “is inspired on the ideas of MartI and adopts as its
own the revolutionary programs of Joven Cuba, of the Radical ABC
and of the Ortodoxos.”
At no time during his struggle against Batista did Castro outline a
program that departed from Cuba’s political tradition. Although the
most radical elements of the revolutionary leadership thought that
Cuba needed profound structural economic changes that would cure
the ills of monoculture, unemployment and underemployment, and
dependence, most of the oppositionist leaders to Batista wanted
political changes. None of these groups, including Castro or his 26th
of July Movement, offered a program along Marxist lines. The great
majority of the Cuban people who supported the anti-Batista strug
gle were hoping for a return to the Constitution of 1940, honesty in
government, and an end to violence.
Cuba’s small Partido Socialista Popular also opposed Batista, but
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through peaceful means. The Communists had worked closely with
Batista during his first administration and had been alienated from
the more progressive groups in Cuba since the 1930s when they sup
ported the Machado dictatorship. Since then, the party had lost pres
tige and membership and was a weak, ineffectual contender in the
political process. Now, due to the international situation, particu
larly the pressure of the United States, the Communists were unable
to arrive at a modus vivendi with Batista. The Communists advocated
a ttnational democratic front government arrived at by the action of
the masses.” The party criticized terroristic attempts and other “petit
bourgeois” forms of action, such as Castro’s Moncada venture, label
ing them ttputschism and “crazy adventures sometimes hatched
out on the university campus.” Not until very late in the anti-Batista
struggle did the Communists join the revolutionary forces, and even
then their participation contributed little to the final overthrow of
the regime.
The mock elections of November 1954, from which Batista, run
ning unopposed, emerged victorious, placed Cuba at a dangerous
crossroads. The opposition wanted new elections, while Batista
insisted on remaining in power until his new term expired in 1958.
Government officials and oppositionist leaders met throughout 1955
in an attempt to find a compromise. The failure to reach an agree
ment forced the Cuban people reluctantly onto a road leading to civil
war, chaos, and revolution.
A final attemji to compromise occurred late in 1955 with the
emergence of the Sociedad de Amigos de la Repiiblica (SAR), a non
partisan organization headed by Colonel Cosme de la Torriente. A
distinguished eighty-three-year-old jurist and diplomat and a surviv
ing veteran of the Cuban War of Independence, Cosme de la Tor
riente sought an interview with Batista in which he hoped to
influence the government to hold new elections. Batista, however,
refused the interview, alleging Cosme de Ia Torriente to be simply
the leader of another political faction.
Batista’s refusal catapulted Cosme de la Torriente into national
prominence. Political parties and student leaders rallied to his sup
port. The SAR held a public meeting, one of the largest in Cuban
history, to show mass support for the oppositionist cause and thus
perhaps compel the government into allowing new elections.
Sensing the mounting dissatisfaction with his regime and the sig
nificance of the SAR’s defiance, Batista changed his initial attitude
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and started lengthy negotiations that came to be
known as “El didlogo cívico” (the civic dialogue). These were a serie
s of meetings
whereby Cosme de Ia Torriente, heading a committe
e of opposition
leaders, tried to work out with a similar group of
government lead
ers, a compromise formula. It soon became evid
ent that the “diá
logo” was doomed to failure. When in March 1956
Batista’s group
refused to consider a proposal calling for elections
that same year,
the negotiations ended.
The students reacted violently to the failure of polit
ical groups to
find a peaceful solution. At the end of 1955 a serie
s of riots shocked
the country. On November 27 the FEU organized
a ceremony to
honor the memory of eight students shot by Span
ish authorities in
1871. When the meeting turned into an anti-Bati
sta rally, police
arrested several student leaders and caused others
to be hospitalized
as a consequence of their brutal methods. Simi
Lar events occurred in
Santiago, where police ruthlessly beat students
who tried to observe
the November 27 commemoration. In protest
the FEU called a stu
dent strike, which quicldy spread throughout
the country. All uni
versities, colleges, and secondaryschools close
d down. For three
weeks daily sorties were made against the police
all over the country.
On December 2 students attempting a march from
the University
of Havana were stopped and beaten by the polic
e. FEU President
José A. EcheverrIa had to be hospitalized. On Dece
mber 4, during a
baseball game, a group of fifteen students ran
onto the field display
ing banners condemning the regime. Several doze
n policemen who
had been waiting for the demonstrators surro
unded them and beat
them brutally in front of thousands of astonished
television viewers.
Clashes with the police continued unabated durin
g the following
weeks. On December 10 a popular Ortodoxo yout
h leader died from
wounds sustained three days earlier in his
hometown of Ciego de
Avila, Camaguey Province. Instantly he became
a new martyr whose
funeral was made into a gigantic symbol of
political protest. Thou
sands attended from all over Cuba, including
a delegation from the
FEU. In a gesture of protest the FEU asked
labor and the public to
join it on December 14 in a five-minute nationwid
e work stoppage.
The stoppage was widespread despite lack
of support from the
Batista-oriented hierarchy of Cuban labor.
A month had scarcely gone by when new riots
erupted in Havana.
The anniversaries of the birth of MartI on
January 28 and of the
death of a student killed during an anti-Bati
sta demonstration on
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February 13 were used by the FEU to challenge the government. On
February 24 new demonstrations throughout the island commemo
rated Et Grito do Ba ire,” which began the War of Independence
against Spain in 1895.
On April 19 a group of students attempted to enter a courtroom
in Santiago de Cuba to hear the trials of schoolmates accused of par
ticipating in riots and illegal possession of arms. Barred from the
court, they began demonstrating in the street, but were dispersed
when fired upon by police and army troops. Two students were
wounded fatally, and many were hurt during this encounter. Public
indignation in Santiago mounted; retaliations took the lives of two
soldiers, one policeman, and two civilians. Most schools throughout
Cuba closed, signifying their sympathy with the students of Santi
ago. Normal school students attempting to hold a meeting in a pub
lic park in the City of Guantánamo were discouraged by the
authorities; four students were wounded and seven arrested.
Rioting quickly spread to Havana. A group of university students
stoned a TV station where a government-sponsored youth program
was being televised on April 21. Several participants were wounded.
A police cordon was thrown around the grounds of the University
of Havana and, on the pretext’of searching for hidden arms, govern
ment forces entered the university, demolishing the rector’s office
and destroying documents, scientific equipment, and furnishings.
Batista replied to the moral indignation of university authorities and
students by declaing that the autonomy of the university was lim
ited to educational, administrative, and internal affairs; when sub
versive political elements were entrenched within the university, the
government must enforce law and order.
Instead of seeking to discourage rebellion by moderation, the
regime encouraged it by meeting terrorism with a counter-terrorism
that defeated its own ends. No better method could have been
devised to increase the bitterness and opposition of the people. Each
murder produced another martyr and new adherents to the struggle
against Batista. By the end of 1955 the leaders of the FEU realized
that the efforts of nonpartisan organizations to reconcile govern
ment and opposition were futile. They proposed the creation of an
insurrectionary movement to lead the struggle against Batista. As
the FEU proposal found little response among the electoraily
oriented politicians, the students formed their own clandestine orga
nization—the Revolutionary Directorate. In a secret meeting at the
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university, EcheverrIa announced its creation with himself as the
head.
Whereas students from earlier generations had been able to find
national leaders such as Grau or Chibás to embody their aspirations
and ideals, students in the mid-1950s were unable to find a compara
ble charismatic leader. Some of the old leaders of the generation of
1930 seemed to have renounced their early idealism. Others were dis
illusioned and frustrated. Chibás was dead. National reformist lead
ership seemed to be either lacking or ineffective. Although the
students still identified with some Ortodoxo leaders, they were now
unwilling to place their faith too readily in members of the older gen
eration. A generation break stronger perhaps than any other one in
Cuban history was taking place in the 1950s—a break that thrust
the leadership of the anti-Batista movement upon the young. The
students were still willing to follow a leader, but one from their own
ranks. EcheverrIa thus emerged as the representative of Marti’s and
Chibás’s ideals. He, more than anyone else, commanded the admira
tion of the students and, as time went by, of the Cuban people.
While these riots and demonstrations were going on, other
Cubans not connected with student activities were plotting to
unseat Batista. A group known as Montecristi plotted with army
officers to overthrow the regime, but Batista uncovered the conspir
acy and arrested its principal instigators in April 1956. That same
month another group, belonging to Erfo’s Organizacion Auténtica,
unsuccessfully attacked the GoicurIa army barracks in Matanzas
province.
Castro, in the meantime, was released from jail and traveled to the
United States seeking funds for the revolutionary cause and organiz
ing his followers into the 26th of July Movement, an organization
named after his ill-fated Moncada attack. In 1956 EcheverrIa traveled
to Mexico and met with Castro. The two joined in a common strat
egy against Batista and the students agreed to support Castro’s
planned landing with riots and diversionary actions in Havana.
EcheverrIa soon sneaked back into Cuba to alert his group. Late that
year, Castro and a group of over eighty young revolutionaries,
including his brother Raiil, and an Argentine physician, Ernesto Che
Cuevara, left from Mexico in the small yacht Granma, and landed
in Oriente Province. There underground commando groups attacked
several military installations, touching off a wave of sabotage
throughout the province. Terrorism flared, bombs exploded. Under-
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ground cells derailed trains and sabotaged power lines, blacking out
entire towns.
In Havana student leaders watched the Oriente developments
anxiously. By the time Castro landed on December 2, however, the
uprising was well on its way to being crushed and most of the lead
ers of Castro’s 26th of July Movement were either dead or in jail.
Batista suspended constitutional guarantees and established tighter
censorship of news. The dreaded military police patrolled the streets
of Havana day and night, rounding up suspected revolutionary ele
ments. Castro’s action was not supported by the general public, the
army, or regular opposition parties. Castro and about a dozen survi
vors found refuge in the Sierra Maestra mountains and from there
began waging guerrilla warfare against the regime.
The events in Oriente prompted the university faculty and admin
istrators to suspend classes temporarily on November 30, 1956. Ter
rorism and violence continued, however, and the university
remained closed until early 1959.
For more than four years the students had been a thorn in Batis
ta’s side. The government expected the closing of the university to
neutralize student opposition, but instead the act threw almost
18,000 students into the vortex of national politics. As time went on
and the university remained closed, the impatience of the students
grew and many began joining insurrectionary organizations. Like
their predecessors in the successful struggle against Machado in the
1930s, the studefits narrowed their focus to a single immediate goal:
ending the dictatorship.
Despite the instability of the late 1930s, the fall of Machado had
ushered in almost two decades of political freedom and constitu
tional government. The students, and the Cuban people in general,
saw Batista’s regime as onlr a temporary interruption of Cuba’s
democratic political development, as the consequence of Batista’s
own ambitions for power and PrIo’s corrupt rule rather than a symp
tom of more profound national problems. The reduced importance
of political institutions at the local level, the reliance on personalismo,
the economy’s continuing dependence on a single crop, widespread
administrative corruption—these conditions were not given the rec
ognition they deserved. The elimination of Batista’s dictatorship
became the panacea to cure all of Cuba’s ills. This simplistic thinking
served Fidel Castro’s purposes well during his stay in the Sierra
Maestra. Lacking a well-defined ideology, Castro proclaimed the
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overthrow of the regime as the nation’s sole, overriding task, advo
cating only the most obviously popular reforms.
The Revolutionary Directorate, together with several Auténtico
leaders, planned to overthrow the government by assassinating
Batista. Student leaders reasoned that such fast, decisive action
would cause the regime to crumble and prevent unnecessary loss of
life in a possible civil war. On March 13, in one of the boldest actions
of the anti-Batista rebellion, a group of forty men stormed the presi
dential palace in the center of Havana and almost succeeded in kill
ing Batista. A rapid flight to one of the upper floors of the palace and
opportune reinforcements saved his life.
Despite the audacity of the assault, the strong palace defense held
out. The poor quality of the attackers’ weapons, and the failure of
a second group to arrive turned possible victory into costly defeat.
According to the official government report, wenty were killed,
including five members of the palace guard. That figure, however,
did not include the many conspirators whom the police hunted
down and killed after the event.
While the palace attack was going on, a group led by Echeverria
stormed a Havana radio station. Unaware of the failure at the palace,
the students broadcast an announcement that Batista had been
killed and his regime brought down. Their joy was short-lived. Min
utes later, the police shot and killed EcheverrIa and wounded several
other students.
Fidel Castro, from his hideout in the mountains, criticized the stu
dents’ attack. In a taped interview shown in the United States in
May, Castro called it “a useless waste of blood. The life of the dicta
Here in the Sierra Maestra is where to
tor is of no importance.
fight.” Throughout his stay in the mountains, Castro opposed a mili
tary coup, the assassination of Batista, or any other violent act by a
group not directly under the control of his 26th of July Movement.
Another group that spoke against the attack on the Presidential
Palace, and against Castro’s landing in Oriente as well, was the Par
tido Socialista Popular. The head of the PS?, Juan Marinello, wrote
to United States journalist Herbert L. Matthews on March 17, 1957,
explaining the official party line: “In these days, and with reference
to the assaults on barracks and expeditions from abroad—taking
place without relying on popular support—our position is very clear:
we are against these methods.” The Communists advocated, as the
correct strategy against Batista, a mass struggle based primarily on
.
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the mobilization of the proletariat and leading toward national elec
tions. They called for the creation of a Democratic Front of National
Liberation to form a government representing the workers, peasants,
urban petite bourgeoisie, and national bourgeoisie, all under the lead
ership of the proletariat.
The FSP leaders, however, were following a dual strategy. While
publicly advocating peaceful opposition to Batista, they were
secretly making overtures to the insurrectionary groups for closer
collaboration. They apparently believed they could eventually domi
nate the FEU and neutralize the Revolutionary Directorate. But no
union emerged out of the Communist contacts with the students.
EcheverrIa and other student leaders were not ready for an alliance
with the Communists and went ahead with their plans.
Throughout most of Batista’s rule, the Communists had enjoyed
virtually complete liberty; several of them even held minor posts in
the government. Batista took certain measures against the PSP, prin
cipally to appease the United States government. These were few,
however, compared to the persecution suffered by the non-Communist
opposition. The PSP consistently sought to undermine, infiltrate,
and control the groups combating Batista. The importance of the
Directorate as a dangerous rival for power and the militant antiCommunism of several of its leaders were constantly present in the
minds of the top members of the PS?.
The defeat suffered at the palace and the death of EcheverrIa, at
the time perhaps the most popular figure opposing Batista, left the
Directorate leaderless and disorganized. Almost a year went by
before the organization recovered from the blow, and even then it
never regained the prestige and importance it had enjoyed prior to
the palace assault. While the Directorate declined, Castro, unchal
lenged in the mountains, grew in prestige, strength, and following.
He gained adherents in the cities and won to his side many discon
tented elements who, whatever differences they might have had
with his 26th of July Movement, found no other insurrectionary
organization to join.
From that time on, the guerrilla movement gained in strength and
importance. Highly dependent on the local population for intelli
gence and supplies, they remained in the mountains, concentrating
on preserving and expanding their recruits and hoping for a general
strike or a mass uprising that failed to develop. The primary military
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tactic was to ambush small military outposts to capture weapons

and ammunition.

Following the murder of Frank Pals, the 26th of July Movement’s
national underground coordinator, by Batista’s police on July 30,
1957, a spontaneous strike broke out in the three easternmost prov
inces of Cuba. This strengthened Castro’s conviction that a general
strike could topple the regime. When the underground of the 26th of
July Movement did finally organize a general strike on April 9, 1958,
it failed, but this increased the importance and also the prestige
of
the guerrilla movement in the anti-Batista struggle. From then on,
Castro changed strategy and emphasized full-scale warfare, includ
ing hit-and-run raids, sabotage, and attacks on military installations.
The main objective of the rebels was to isolate government outposts
and reduce economic activity in the eastern half of the island.
Corroded by disaffection, corruption, and; internal disputes, the
army was unable to defeat the guerrillas. This inability increased the
guerrillas’ prestige and contributed to the internal demoralization of
the armed forces. The guerrillas had certain other advantages over
the army. F or years the peasantry in the Sierra Maestra had been ter
rified by Batista’s Rural Guard and welcomed the protection and
promises offered by Castro and his group. The knowledge of the ter
rain and the intelligence provided by these allies proved invaluable.
Then, the guerrillas operated in extremely mobile units in a vast and
rugged terrain. The Cuban army was not trained in guerrilla tactics
and lacked, in addition, the military leadership capable of carrying
on this type of warfare against highly motivated guerrilla fighters.
For many of the urban youth that joined Castro in the mountains,
there was a sort of mystique in being a guerrilla, fighting for a just
cause against an oppressive regime, and living in a rural environ
ment. Finally, the guerrillas were supported by an urban network
that supplied manpower, weapons, money, and other necessary aid.
Guerrilla warfare in the rural areas was accompanied by increased
sabotage and terror in the cities. A large and loosely related urban
resistance movement developed throughout the island. Underground
cells of the 26th of July Movement, of the closely allied Civic Resis
tance Movement, of the Revolutionary Directorate, and of the Autén
ticos conducted bombings, sabotage, and kidnappings as well as
distributed propaganda which undermined the foundations of the
government and helped to create a somber atmosphere of civil war.
This urban underground developed into the backbone of the anti-
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Batista struggle. It was the work of the urban underground more
than anything else that brought about the downfall of the regime.
The action of these groups provoked Batista and his repressive forces
into such extreme retaliatory measures that the Cuban population
became almost totally alienated from the regime. Batista’s police tor
tured and murdered real and suspected revolutionaries. Bullet-ridden
bodies of young men appeared in the principal streets of the capital
with bombs tied to their bodies as reminders of the punishment rev
olutionaries would receive. A wave of national revulsion against such
methods and against a dictatorship that obstinately insisted on
remaining in power developed. Loyalties were weakened, even
within the armed forces, and this hastened to the downfall of the
regime. A military offensive was launched against the rebels in mid1958, but it failed miserably.
U.S. policy also contributed somewhat to the growing demoral
ization within the military. Prior to 1958 the United States had sup
ported the Batista regime, and U.S. ambassadors to Cuba showed
more than the customary cordial attitude toward Batista. In the fall
of 1957, however, the U.S. government began holding up shipments
of weapons and munitions. An arms embargo was publicly an
nounced in March 1958. Although these arms shipments were small
and from Batista’s point of view not decisive in the struggle against
Castro, they did represent a sign of continuous backing for his
administration. Thus, when the embargo was declared, many
Cubans saw it as change in Washington’s policy, indicating disap
proval and withdrawal of support for the regime. U.S. actions were
undoubtedly a strong blow to the declining morale of the Batista
regime and of the armed forces in particular.
The regime was further we,akened when several institutions and
sectors of Cuban society began a progressive withdrawal of their
support. The church, professional and business groups, and the press
exerted pressure on the government to allow a peaceful solution. At
first they advocated free elections with absolute guarantees for all
political parties, but the rigged elections of November 1958, in which
Batista’s hand-picked candidate won the presidency for a new four
year term, convinced many that violence would be the only method
to eliminate Batista’s rule. The army’s refusal at the end of 1958 to
continue fighting dealt the final blow to a crumbling regime.
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had failed to participate in the anti-Batista struggle fervently joined
the revolutionary ranks with a guilt feeling for their past behavior.
During the first few weeks in power, Castro assumed no official
position except commander of the armed forces. His hand-picked
president, former Judge Manuel Urrutia, organized a government,
appointing a civilian cabinet composed mainly of prominent anti
Batista political figures. Urrutia then proceeded to tear down Batis
ta’s governmental structure. In a series of decrees he dissolved Con
gress; removed from office all congressmen, provincial governors,
mayors, and municipal councilmen; abolished all of Batista’s censor
ship and martial law restrictions; and began a clean sweep of Batista
supporters in the bureaucracy.
It soon became clear, however, that real power rested with Fidel
and his youthful rebel army officers. In public addresses Castro
announced major public policies without consultation with the
Urrutia cabinet and complained of the slownes of reforms. In midFebruary Prime Minister Mird-Cardona resigned in favor of Castro,
and by October Castro forced Urrutia to resign and appointed
Oswaldo Dorticds, an obscure lawyer and former PSP member, as
Cuba’s president.
Castro’s formal assumption of power initiated a period of
increased radicalization. Some of Batista’s more prominent military
and civilian leaders were publicly brought to trial before revolution
ary tribunals and the proceedings were televised; hundreds were exe
cuted summarily. Faced with mounting criticism, the regime ended
these public trials but continued them in private, while also confis
cating property of Batista supporters or collaborators.
On May 17, 1959 the first Agrarian Reform Law was passed. It
established a National Institute for Agrarian Reform (INRA), and
called for a maximum limit on landholdings with the remaining land
being expropriated by the government. Large and medium agricul
tural estates were taken over, but little land was distributed among
the peasantry; most of these lands were eventually converted into
state farms with peasants living and working on them and receiving
a salary and a small share of the profits.
The Agrarian Reform Law, together with a sharp reduction in
urban rents, marked the beginning of the rapid confiscatory and
redistributive phase of the revolution, which lasted until the formal
establishment of the socialist economy in April 1961 when Castro
proclaimed that the revolution was socialist. In order to destroy the
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structural imbalances that had plagued the Cuban economy, the rev
olutionary leadership aimed at agricultural diversification and indus
trialization, thus hoping to lessen dependence upon sugar. They also
sought to weaken U.S. economic presence and influence in Cuba and
to reduce the glaring inequalities between urban and rural standards.
This was to be accomplished partially by nationalizing foreign and
domestic enterprises. Natural resources, utility companies, the credit
system, and most large and medium industries fell into the hands of
the government. A gradual takeover of the mass communication
media and the educational system also took place, and both became
powerful tools of the state apparatus. The government initiated a
program of low-income housing and a massive literacy campaign
which, according to official claims, has wiped out the 30 percent illit
eracy rate that existed prior to the revolution. Unemployment
receded and unskilled urban workers received increases in real
income through higher salaries, although skilled workers suffered
substantial losses. The upper classes were wiped out, and middleclass families lost most of their income-producing property. Many
migrated, particularly to the United States, or were absorbed into
the larger proletariat created by the revolution.
Meanwhile, Castro insisted on a high standard of morality for the
Cuban population, and for the government bureaucracy in particu
lar. Immorality, as existed in the old Cuba, was associated with capi
talism, and capitalism, with all its evil consequences, had to be
destroyed. The 5ressures for economic survival, furthermore, made
it necessary to end idleness, laziness, and other vices. The Castro
regime thus assumed a puritanical attitude, prohibiting prostitution,
gambling, and even such traditional and popular Cuban institutions
as the lottery and cockfighting.
The most important moral reform occurred in connection with
the administration of public funds. Stealing from the government
was made a capital offense and the system of sinecures was ended.
Although political integrity has not been achieved completely and
new forms of privilege and sinecure have appeared, the widespread
administrative corruption of the past was reduced.
The regime had made an all-out effort to provide a new and more
militant role for women. Since the revolution, over half a million
women have joined the labor force, and a Federation of Cuban
Women under the leadership of Vilma EspIn, RaiM Castro’s wife, has
been organized. Women fill a variety of jobs in and out of the govern-
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merit bureaucracy, and many work overnight on armed-guard duty.
Although some of this work is voluntary, there is a great amount of
direct and indirect coercion. The former takes the form of directives
by the party, the Federation and other organizations to engage
women voluntarily in tasks such as cane-cutting. The latter is more
subtle. The more militant exert a sort of social pressure on the less
militant to participate. Also, since political and even economic
advancement in Cuba is reserved for those who sacrifice harder for
the revolution, voluntary work is a way of showing your devotion
and loyalty to the party and the revolutionary cause. There is also a
greater interest arid participation in politics and sports, and many
more women than before the revolution are university-educated.

Although it is difficult to assess the depth of change in the values and
attitudes of women, as well as the reaction of men to these changes,
unquestionably, the old feeling that a woman’s 5lace was in the
home has collapsed completely, and women have found a new, more
politicized and involved role in Castro’s Cuba.
The new opportunities offered to women have also had the effect
of undermining the family, one of the most important conseniers of
the old order. Relations between husband and wife have been under
mined and the family has largely lost control of the children. Large
numbers of children attend free boarding schools and see their par
ents for only short periods of time during the year. There is, there
fore, not only frequent separation of husband and wife due to the
work demands of the revolution, but also separation of parents from
children. The regime has systematically encouraged these develop
ments, perhaps aware that the only way to develop Cuba’s new
socialist man is through the destruction of the culture-transmitting
institutions, such as the family and the church.
In February 1960 the regime created a Central Planning Board to
plan and direct the country’s economic development. Organizational
models of East European countries were usually adopted, and the
Ministry of Industry, under Che Guevara, took over and adminis
tered major industrial installations. The transformation of Cuba’s
private enterprise system into a centralized state-controlled econ
omy resulted in growing inflation, disorganization, and bureaucratic
chaos and inefficiency. Agricultural production declined sharply,
partly as a result of neglect and Castro’s plan for industrialization,
and by 1961 food rationing was introduced for the first time in the
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island’s history. Cuba is still suffering acutely from many of these
problems
The growing radicalization of the regime was accompanied by the
destruction of possible opposition and by the growth in influence of
the PS?. Political parties were not permitted to function, with the
exception of the PS?, which later merged with Castro’s own 26th of
July Movement to form the Cuban Communist party, the country’s
ruling party. Many older political leaders became alienated from the
regime; several went into exile, some joined the revolutionary ranks.
Most of the leaders and groups of the anti-Batista struggle were
coopted into the revolution and later fused with the Castroites,
although an increasing number of former Castro allies became disen
chanted with the revolution, feeling that Castro had betrayed the
ideals he espoused while in the mountains. Abetted by Castro, Com
munists progressively occupied important positions in the govern
ment, gaining in prestige and influence.
Evidently, Castro saw significant advantages in using the PSP. The
party provided the trained, disciplined, and organized cadres that
Castro’s movement lacked. But more importantly, the party had
Moscow’s ear, and therefore could serve as the bridge for any possi
ble Cuban—Soviet rapprochement. Castro knew well that in any con
flict with the United States, only the protective umbrella of the
Soviet Union could defend him against possible U.S. pressures or
attack. No other power, Castro reasoned, could or would confront
the United States over Cuba. The experience of Guatemala in 1954,
when a U.S.-sponsored coup overthrew the Communist-leaning
regime of Jacobo Arbenz, was a clear warning to Fidel and particu
larly to his trusted adviser, Che Guevara, who had been a minor
official in the Guatemalan government at the time of Arbenz’s over
throw, that a profound revolution that would affect U.S. interests in
Cuba would be a difficult task.
Ideologically, Castro was far from being a Marxist. He belonged
to Cuba’s vague populist political tradition. MartI and Chibás had
called for an end to political corruption, destruction of Cuba’s depen
dence on monoculture and one foreign buyer, and development of a
unique and nationalistic identity. Although strongly influenced by
falangist and fascist ideas while a high school student, and by Marx
ist ideas while at the University of Havana, Castro embraced none of
these and was instead more a product of the MartI-Chibás tradition,
although he broke with it in several fundamental aspects. While
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MartI and Chibás had envisioned reforms in a democratic framework
in a nation politically and economically independent from the
United States, they both advocated friendly relations with the
“northern colossus.” Castro did not. He was anti-U.S. since his stu
dent days when he distributed anti-U.S. propaganda in Bogota. As
Castro and part of the Cuban revolutionary leadership perceived it,
the possibility of a repetition of earlier U.S. interventionist policies
in Cuba was a major deterrent to achieving profound socioeconomic
changes in the island and the consolidation of Castro’s personal
rule—and Castro was committed to both of these goals. Perhaps
because of his anti-Americanism, and particularly his conviction that
a major revolution with himself in absolute control could not be
undertaken within Cuba’s political framework and in harmony with
the United States, he broke with the MartI-Chibás tradition and led
a totalitarian and anti-American revolution.
In the early months of his revolution, Castro reasserted his inde
pendence from the United States but maintained normal relations.
During his visit to the United States in April 1959, he turned down
tentative offers of aid, but insisted that Cuba stood with the West
in the Cold War. He also met with several U.S. government officials,
including then Vice-President Richard Nixon. Yet, as time went on,
Castro increased his inflammatory denunciations of the United
States. He accused the northern neighbor of every exile raid perpe
trated against his country and blamed it for Cuba’s economic and
political ills.
Initially, the United States followed a “wait and see” policy. The
Eisenhower Administration seemed to have been caught by surprise
over events in Cuba and failed to grasp the magnitude of the changes
going on or the nature of the leader sponsoring those changes. Differ
ences arose between those who, feeling that Castro was a Marxist,
advocated a hard line toward Cuba and those who counseled
patience with the bearded leader.
Although tensions arose in connection with the public trials and
executions of Batista supporters, serious differences grew after the
Agrarian Reform Law was promulgated. The United States pro
tested, to no avail, the expropriations initiated under the law.
Agricultural expropriations were followed by further attacks on for
eign investments, notably in the mining and petroleum industry.
Complicating the relations between the two countries were arrests
of U.S. citizens, Castro’s refusal to meet with U.S. Ambassador
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Philip W. Bonsai in late 1959, and the sabotage and raids carried out
by Cuban exiles from U.S. territory.
Castro’s militant Caribbean activities also increased Washington’s
apprehension. During the first year of the revolution, Cuban fflibus
ters, joined by exiles from various Caribbean nations, launched a
series of abortive expeditions in an attempt to raise the standard of
revolt in several neighboring countries. The relationship of Castro to
these expeditions has never been clearly defined. Many of these exiles
had contributed to Castro’s victory and now saw an opportunity to
develop an international movement to dislodge dictators from the
area. On several occasions Castro openly condemned some of the
attempts and halted vessels loaded with weapons and men. Although
it seems likely that at this early period Castro was unconnected with
these attempts, the fact remains that expeditions were launched from
Cuba against Panama, the Dominican Republic, and Haiti.
Whether or not the Cuban regime supported these attempts, Cas
tro, Guevara, and Raül believed that the political, social, and eco
nomic conditions which had produced their revolution in Cuba
existed in other parts of Latin America and that revolutions would
occur throughout the continent. From 1960 onward Cuban agents
and diplomatic representatives established contact with revolution
ary groups in the area and began distributing propaganda and aid.
Several Cuban diplomats were expelled for interfering in the internal
affairs of the countries to which they were accredited. As tensions
mounted witFi the United States, Castro’s assertion of the interna
tional character of his revolution increased, as did his involvement in
promoting violence in Latin America. By July 1960 Castro was boast
ing that he would convert “the Cordifiera of the Andes into the
Sierra Maestra of Latin America,” and money, propaganda, men, and
weapons began to flow from Havana in increasing quantities to
foment the tanti imperialist” revolution.
The radicalization of the revolution and the deterioration of rela
tions with the United States grew apace with Cuban-Soviet rap
prochement. In February 1960, following the visit to Havana of
Soviet Deputy Premier Anastas Mikoyan, Cuba signed a major trade
agreement with the Soviet Union. The agreement provided that Cuba
would receive, among other products, Soviet oil in exchange for sugar.
But in June United States- and English-owned refineries in Cuba
refused to process Soviet oil. Also, the U.S. House of Representatives
approved a bill granting the president authority to cut foreign sugar
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quotas at his discretion. Castro retaliated, and on June 28 he national
ized the oil companies. In July the United States deleted the remain
ing tonnage of that year’s Cuban sugar quota. In the following
months Castro confiscated the remaining U.S. properties together
with most major Cuban-owned businesses. In October the United
States announced an embargo on most exports to Cuba, and when
Castro restricted the staff of the U.S. embassy to eleven persons, the
United States severed diplomatic relations and withdrew its ambassa
dor with the following statement: “There is a limit to what the U.S.
in self-respect can endure. That limit has now been reached.”
By then the United States had embarked on a more aggressive poi
icy toward the Castro regime. Groups of Cuban exiles were being
trained under the supervision of U.S. officials in Central American
camps for an attack on Cuba. The internal situation in the island
then seemed propitious for an attempt to overthrow the Cuban
regime. Although Castro still counted on significant popular sup
port, that support had progressively decreased. His own 26th of July
Movement was badly split on the issue of communism. Also, a sub
stantial urban guerrilla movement existed throughout the island,
composed of former Castro allies, Batista supporters, Catholic
groups, and other elements that had been affected by the revolution,
and significant unrest was evident within the armed forces.
The urban underground saw the landing of the U.S.-sponsored
invasion force as the culminating event to follow a series of uprisings
and acts of sabotage they hoped would split Castro’s army through
out the island and weaken the regime’s hold over the people. This
would coincide with Castro’s assassination and with a coordinated
sabotage plan. In the weeks prior to the invasion, violence increased,
bombs exploded, shops were burnt.
Yet the planners in exile were not counting on the forces inside
Cuba. They placed an unjustified faith in the invasion’s success, and
feared that the underground might be infiltrated by the regime. Arms
that were to be shipped into Cuba never arrived, and communica
tions between the exiles and underground forces were sporadic and
confused. The underground was not alerted to the date of the inva
sion until April 17, the very day of the landing, when it could only
watch the Bay of Pigs disaster in confusion and frustration.
The whole affair was a tragedy of errors. Although the Cuban gov
ernment did not know the date or the exact place where the exile
forces would land, the fact that an invasion was in the offing was
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known in and out of Cuba. The weapons and ammunitions that
were to be used by the invading force were all placed in one ship,
which was sunk the first day of the invasion. The site for the inva
sion was sparsely populated, surrounded by swamps, and offered lit
tle access to nearby mountains where guerrilla operations could be
carried out if the invasion failed. The invadmg forces could, there
fore, all but discount any help from the nearby population.
Some of the air raids by Cuban exiles that were intended to cripple
Castro’s air force were cancelled at the last minute by a confused and
indecisive President John F. Kennedy. Perhaps trying to reassert his
authority over the CIA-sponsored invasion, to stymie possible world
reaction, or to appease the Soviets, Kennedy ordered no further U.S.
involvement. Castro’s Sea F urys and T33s could, therefore, shoot
down the exiles’ B26s and maintain control of the air. While the
invasion was in progress, Khrushchev threatened Kennedy: “The
government of the U.S. can still prevent the flames of war from
spreading into a conflagration which it will be impossible to cope
with.. The world political situation now is such that any so-called
‘small war’ can produce a chain reaction in all parts of the world.”
The failure of the invasion and the brutal repression that followed
smashed the entire Cuban underground. On the first day of the inva
sion, the regime arrested thousands of real and suspected opposition
ists. The resistance never recovered from that blow. His regime
strengthened and consolidated, Castro emerged victorious and
boasted of haviig defeated a “Yankee-sponsored invasion.” The disil
lusionment and frustration caused by the Bay of Pigs fiasco among
anti-Castro forces, both inside and out of Cuba, prevented the
growth of significant organized opposition. Meanwhile, U.S. prestige
in Latin America and throughout the world sank to a low point.
Following the Bay of Pigs fiasco, the United States turned to other
methods of dealing with Castro. It pursued a vigorous, although only
partially successful policy to isolate the Cuban regime and strangle it
economically. The nation pressured its allies throughout the world to
reduce their commerce with Cuba. In the Organization of American
States, the United States forced the suspension of Cuba by a slim
majority in January 1962, and several countries broke diplomatic rela
tions with the Castro regime at this time. In 1964, after Castro had
increased subversive activities in Latin America and had moved fully
into the socialist camp, the OAS voted to suspend trade and diplo
matic relations with Cuba; all countries that had not already done so
.
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severed relations7 except Mexico, who strongly supported the princi
pie of self-determination and refused to bow to U.S. pressures.
As Cuban-U.S. relations deteriorated, closer ties with the Soviet
Union developed. Initially, Moscow maintained a cautious stand
toward Castro. The Cuban “petite bourgeois” leader seemed impo
tent to defy the “northern colossus,” and the ability of an anti-U.S.
regime to survive so close to the U.S. shores seemed remote, particu
larly in light of the 1954 Guatemala experience. The Soviets, further
more, were not greatly interested in far-away, raw-material pro
ducing Latin America, an area which they considered the backyard
of the United States. Khrushchev’s attempts at a detente with the
United States and his desire to extract concessions from Washington
over Berlin were important considerations in limiting Soviet involve
ment in Cuba lest they provoke a strain in U.S-Soviet relations.
Also, the Soviets recognized that Castro’s attethpts to identify with
the Soviet camp, such as his April 1, 1961 speech declaring the Cuban
revolution to be socialist, or his December 1961 speech in which he
declared himself a Marxist-Leninist, were designed to involve the
Soviet Union in Cuba’s defense against possible hostile actions by
the United States.
Other considerations were also limiting Soviet involvement in
Cuba. Soviet experience with regimes that gained power without
Soviet support had shown that these regimes pursued policy lines
independent from the Soviets and were difficult to control. As it
turned out, the Castro regime proved difficult and at times impossi
ble to influence. Although Castro endorsed half-heartedly the Soviet
doctrine of “peaceful coexistence” and the peaceful road to power,
he also insisted that the Cuban model of violent revolution was the
only valid one for Latin America, and that Cuba should exercise the
leadership of the antiimperialist movement in the area. Naturally,
this brought Castro into conflict with Moscow and with the proSoviet popular front-oriented Communist parties of Latin America,
which were not now about to abandon their comfortable and peace
ful position in the Latin American political arena to follow Castro’s
violent path.
Internal developments in the island also worried the Soviets. Dur
ing the first two years in power, Castro accepted the principle of
“collective leadership” and permitted the PSI’ to increase its prestige
and to gain positions of importance in the ORI (Integrated Revolu
tionaiy Organizations), a merger of the PSI’, the 26th of July Move-
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ment, and other groups which occurred in July 1961. By 1962,
however, feeling his position threatened, Castro moved swiftly to
curb the power of the “old guard” Communists and purged AnIbal
Escalante, a PS? leader and ORI secretary, exiling him to the Soviet
Union. This was the first of several attacks to be suffered by the PS?,
which was effectively destroyed as an organization as it became an
instrument of Castro’s policies.
In spite of these difficulties and apprehensions, the Soviets gradu
ally came to accept the bearded leader. The growing nationalism of
Latin America and the enormous popularity of the Cuban revolution
in the area were factors limiting the ability of the United States to
carry on hostile actions against Castro during the first two years of
his regime and encouraging the Soviets’ hopes for the survivability
of the revolution. Castro’s radicalization and his expanding conflict
with the United States also increased Moscow’s interest. The Soviets
saw in Cuban-U.S. tensions an opportunity to offset their failures to
obtain U.S. concessions over Berlin. The embarrassment that the
“loss” of Cuba could mean for the United States was an added incen
tive for the Soviets, who were still suffering from the scars left by
the rebellion of its own Eastern European satellites. The growing
Sino-Soviet dispute was also an important factor pressuring the
Soviets into a more militant policy in support of antiimperialist revo
lutions in developing countries.
The single most important event encouraging and accelerating
Soviet involvefkent in Cuba was the Bay of Pigs fiasco. The failure
of the United States to act decisively against Castro gave the Soviets
some illusions about U.S. determination and interest in the island.
The Kremlin leaders now perceived that further economic and even
military involvement in Cuba would not entail any danger to the
Soviet Union itself and would not seriously jeopardize U.S.-Soviet
relations. This view was further reinforced by President Kennedy’s
apologetic attitude concerning the Bay of Pigs invasion and his gen
erally weak performance during his summit meeting with Khru
shchev in Vienna in June 1961.
The Soviets moved swiftly. New trade and cultural agreements
were signed and increased economic and technical aid was sent to
Cuba. By mid-1962 the Soviets embarked on a dangerous gamble by
surreptitiously introducing missiles and bombers into the island.
Through these actions Khrushchev and the Kremlin leadership
hoped to alter the balance of power and force the United States to
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accept a settlement of the German issue. A secondary and perhaps
less important motivation was to extend to Cuba the Soviet nuclear
umbrella and thus protect Castro from any further hostile actions by
the United States.
On October 22 President Kennedy publicly reacted to the Soviet
challenge, instituting a blockade of the island and demanding the
withdrawal of all offensive weapons from Cuba. For the next several
days the world teetered on the brink of nuclear holocaust. On Octo
ber 26 a hysterical Khrushchev wrote to Kennedy:
I think you will understand me correctly if you are really concerned
about the welfare of the world. Everyone needs peace: both capital
ists, if they have not lost their reason, and still more, communists.
I see, Mr. President, that you too are not devoid of a sense of anxiety
for the fate of the world, of understanding, and of what war entails.
What would a war give you You are threatening us with war. But
you well know that the very least which you would receive in reply
would be that you would experience the same consequences as those
which you sent us.
We, however, want to live and do not at all
want to destroy your country. We want something quite different: to
compete with your country on a peaceful basis. We quarrel with you,
we have differences on ideological questions. But our view of the
world consists in this, that ideological questions, as well as economic
problems, should be solved not by military means, they must be
*
solved on the basis of peaceful competition.
.

.

.

.

.

finally, after an exchange of hectic correspondence, Premier K.hru
shchev agreed to remove the missiles and bombers, and to allow UN
supervised inspection of the removal in exchange for the United
States’ pledge not to invade Cuba. Although Castro refused to allow
a UN inspection, the missiles and bombers were removed under U.S.
aerial surveillance and the crisis ended. The United States has never
publicly acknowledged that it pledged not to invade Cuba, but sub
sequent U.S. policies indicate that a U.S-Soviet understanding was
reached over Cuba which included a U.S. “hands off” policy toward
the island.
The missile crisis had a significant impact on the countries
involved. While it led to a thaw in U.S-Soviet relations, it signifi
*The complete text of this secret letter was released by the
ment of State, which provided the author with a copy.
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taken hold of them,” and threatened to handle Chinese diplomats
the same way “we handle the American Embassy” By then, Castro
had also become disappointed with China’s attitude toward Viet
nam and by its propaganda efforts to sway Cubans to its side in the
Sino-Soviet conflict. Castro’s insistence on absolute control of the
revolutionary movement in Latin America and his awareness of Chi
na’s limitations in supplying Cuba’s economic need were further key
factors in the cooling of the friendship between the two nations.
Since the collapse of the Soviet Union, Cuban-Chinese relations have
improved significantly.
The principal area of Soviet-Cuban conflict was Castro’s revolu
tionary ventures in Latin America. In 1963 Castro embarked on
major attempts to subvert and overthrow the Venezuelan govern
ment. Cuban personnel, as well as aid and money, went to finance
the campaign of urban terrorism that Venezuela suffered in the sub
sequent years. With its vast coastline and its position as the gateway
to South America, Venezuela was, from Cuba’s point of view, an
ideal target for the continental revolution. Venezuela’s vast reserves
of petroleum would solve the problems faced by an oil-poor Cuba
dependent on the distant and unreliable Soviets for its oil needs.
That the Venezuelan oil bonanza would fall into Communist hands
and away from the United States was a pleasing prospect for Castro
and perhaps for the Soviets too. The overthrow of the leftist João
Goulart regime in Brazil in 1964 and the defeat of Salvador Allend
e,
the Popular Front candidate in the 1964 Chilean elections, weakened
the Soviet’s “peaceful road” to power policy toward Latin Ameri
ca
and reinforced Castro’s position that violence was the best tactic.
Despite a short period of harmonious Soviet-Cuban relations
following Khrushchev’s ouster, differences again arose, this
time
directly involving the Communist parties of Latin America. Castro
quarreled bitterly with the leadership of these parties for not sup
porting guerrilla movements and denounced the Kremlin for seekin
g
to establish diplomatic and commercial relations with “reactionary”
regimes hostile to the Cuban revolution. Castro proclaimed that
the
duty of every revolutionary was to make revolution and rejected
the
Communist doctrine that the Communist party should play
the
“leading role” in the national liberation struggle. In a small book
entitled Revolution within the Revolutionc’ by Regis Debray, the young
French Marxist, Castro’s new line was elaborated. Not only
are
Communist theory and leadership—which insists on the
guiding
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